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New barrier wall to separate airport and 
commuter traffic to improve safety 

 
In an effort to improve safety for drivers in the vicinity of McCarran International Airport, a new barrier 
wall will be put into place overnight tonight. The wall’s presence will require all non-airport traffic to 
utilize the designated Airport Bypass lanes located on the right (east) side of the northbound tunnel. 
 
Beginning Friday morning, drivers who utilize the northbound tunnel as a means of reaching Russell 
Road, Tropicana Avenue or other points northward must use the Airport Bypass lanes to directly 
reach their destination. Drivers who veer to the left (west) upon exiting the northbound tunnel will be 
led into the airport’s roadway system, which is meant for those who plan to park at McCarran, or 
those who are picking up or dropping off air travelers.  
 
The new barrier wall will primarily impact non-airport, commuter traffic. However, those heading 
into McCarran are still encouraged to slow down and pay attention to the overhead directional signs, 
as some northbound routes in and out of the airport will be slightly modified due to lane changes. 
Traffic exiting McCarran will still be able to access Tropicana by way of Swenson Street.     

 
The barrier wall’s installation is part of an ongoing airport roadway improvement effort that began last 
year in preparation for the summer 2012 opening of McCarran’s $2.4 billion Terminal 3. The barrier 
wall will improve traffic flow and enhance safety by separating commuter traffic from motor vehicles 
heading into or out of McCarran.   
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Northbound commuter 
traffic should use marked 
Airport Bypass lanes on 
the right (east) side of the 
Airport Connector Tunnel.

New barrier rail will 
safely divide inbound 
and outbound airport.

Russell Road

To Tropicana Avenue

New roadway alignment following Sept. 23-24 barrier wall installation.

Tunnel exit
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